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The Man Who Loved Golf to Death

Whether it was when he was a boy growing up in the Florida 
panhandle, or as one of the best players in the world in the late 
1960s and early 1970s, or as an aging pro trying to hang on to a 
senior tour exemption, Bert Yancey could never get enough golf. 
Above almost everything else, the people who loved him remem-
ber this. Often the recollection comes with a smile, but some-
times with a tear.

Yancey’s twin brother recalls the sticky summer mornings on 
a public course in Tallahassee. They were only five or six years 
old, dropped off most days by their father, Malcolm, the city man-
ager. “Bert took it seriously from the very beginning,” Bill Yancey 
says. “We used to get in arguments on the course. I’d be down 
in the creek chasing frogs, and he’d say, ‘Get up here, play golf.’”

It was a spirited love that accompanied him to the sport’s peaks 
and into its depths, a journey that mirrored a more powerful duel 
going on within, a struggle that on a good day could only be wres-
tled to a draw.

“Around and around we’d play,” says Mark McCumber, recalling 
as many as fifty- four holes a day in the 1980s when he was being 
tutored by Yancey. “He’d beat balls and play, beat balls and play. I’ve 
never known anybody who loved to play golf as much as he did.”
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Frank Beard was one of Yancey’s good friends on the pga Tour. 
“Sometimes he got too intense, got in his own way,” Beard says. 
“He’d be fumbling around with all these different golf swings 
and forget to play golf. It didn’t seem to bother him— it was like 
he was on some mission to find the perfect golf swing.”

Yancey’s mission— to play, to teach, to be a golfer— was fueled 
with both public bravery and private risk. Sidetracked many times 
by manic depression, it ended August 26, 1994, about the only 
place it made sense that it end for him, at a golf course, a bucket 
of balls at his feet.

The Franklin Quest Championship, a Senior pga Tour event, 
was going on, a tournament Yancey didn’t want to withdraw from 
despite the chest pains, despite a warning earlier that morning 
not to play, despite the fact he was fifty- six years old and many 
Yancey men had been taken down early by heart disease.

There is a plaque affixed to a boulder at Park Meadows Country 
Club in Park City, Utah, near the practice range where Tom Weis-
kopf heard his best friend collapse to the ground and soon saw 
the paramedics rush forth. The words on the big rock read, “Bert 
Yancey was a tenacious champion with unusual courage, deter-
mination, wit and wisdom. . . . His quest for excellence remained 
remarkably intense and focused as he executed his final shot 
from this area.”

The seniors still play at Park Meadows each summer, and spec-
tators who notice the memorial sometimes stop in the pro shop 
with a question: Did he die right there? “He never made it to the 
helicopter,” says Scott Yancey, one of his four children. “Died in the 
ambulance. As far as we know, his last words were, ‘I have to play.’”

The best time of the year to remember Bert Yancey is the spring, 
when golf is breaking out all over and the Masters beckons. He 
all but had one arm through the sleeve of a green jacket several 
times, including 1967, the first year he competed at Augusta, as 
a twenty- eight- year- old tour pro on the rise and finished third. He 
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was third the next year too, and fourth in 1970. “He was almost a 
darn good enough player to have won,” says Weiskopf, who knows 
the feeling, having been a Masters runner- up four times himself.

When top players rent a home while playing in the Masters 
these days, it is usually one that’s tucked away on a quiet block, 
an ample dwelling owned by a doctor or lawyer who has vacated 
to Hilton Head or Sea Island. When Yancey and his wife, Linda, 
arrived the week before the tournament in 1967, they settled into 
a room of a modest house owned and occupied by Mr. and Mrs. 
J. B. Masters located at 315 Berckmans Road, a busy thoroughfare 
across from the Augusta National Golf Club property.

To Yancey, it was the happiest of coincidences that his land-
lord had such a surname. He had always been fascinated by the 
Masters. Although his parents held badges for many years, he 
vowed not to attend until he earned an invitation to play, and he 
did not. Enthralled with golf history, he was wild about the Mas-
ters: Yancey made it his business to know the plots of all the fin-
ishes, the slopes of the tricky greens, the pattern of the clubhouse 
silverware, the manufacturer of the green jackets.

“When some player remarks that ‘the Masters is just another 
tourney,’” Yancey told Golf World in 1977, “I have to think he is 
just fooling himself or has never been there. It is unique. The U.S. 
Open is, too, but that’s like comparing soup to nuts. Augusta has 
a different style and quality to it. If you aren’t among the best in 
the game you simply aren’t there.”

Once, in the early 1960s, the Yancey twins killed time during 
a long drive by debating the merits of the country’s best courses. 
Bill defended some other well- known layouts and questioned his 
brother on what was so all- fired hot about Augusta National. “There 
are no azaleas at Pebble Beach,” Bert said, ending the discussion.

Some of Yancey’s peers on tour also recognized the Masters for 
the plum that it was, but they soon discovered Yancey’s feelings 
ran deeper than theirs. Jack Nicklaus played a sparse schedule 
to peak come Augusta, but almost every other pro stayed busy to 
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pay the bills. But Yancey would tinker with his technique during 
tournaments or duck off the circuit altogether to get ready for his 
biggest tournament of the year. Fellow pros would describe Yanc-
ey’s preoccupation as his “Masters fog,” but they seldom teased 
him because it seemed so sincere, so true.

“It became apparent that all Bert wanted to do was win the Mas-
ters,” says Beard. “The healthy side of the line is called a passion, 
and the unhealthy line is called obsession. Palmer and Nicklaus 
had a passion to win the Masters, but it wasn’t obsession. Bert’s 
was an obsession.”

That first trip to Augusta, Yancey bought forty- two cans of Play- 
Doh, paint, plastic straws, and a sheet of plywood about the size 
of a pool table. Staying up late into the night, sustained by cold 
cuts from Mrs. Masters’s kitchen, he studied his extensive notes 
about Augusta National’s tricky putting surfaces and constructed 
replicas. “It was a matter of putting this information in my head 
and doing it physically with my hands to memorize the greens,” 
he later said. Yancey knew nothing so much as that there were 
positions on those greens to be avoided at all costs. And by mak-
ing the miniatures, by caressing the slopes that mimicked the 
real ones, he believed he would be better prepared to win the title 
more dear to him than any other.

“The models were very well done,” says Weiskopf, remembering 
the time, probably after a bridge game, when Yancey said, “Take 
a look at this,” and slid his moldings out from under the bed in 
the Masters’s guest room. “Each one was about the size of a pie 
plate. They were painted but pliable enough that he could move 
the little flagsticks around. He would look at all these hypothet-
ical situations.”

Fantastic at bridge and great with numbers, Yancey would fill 
the hours of a long flight by doing calculus problems. “For a hobby 
he would take these medical quizzes,” says Weiskopf, “and he’d 
know the answer 90 percent of the time.” Building model air-
planes was one of his favorite pastimes long before he shaped 
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his first Augusta replica. But his analytical bent coexisted with 
an uncommon touch, one Dave Stockton recalls once allowed 
Yancey to play nine hundred holes on tour without three- putting.

“Doing the model planes was an exercise for his hands,” says 
Scott Yancey, thirty- two, who followed his father into golf as a club 
professional. “He thought of himself as a great putter, almost to 
the point where he thought he was a surgeon. His hands to him 
were so important.”

Yancey’s older brother, Jim, who taught him how to play golf, lives 
on a peaceful street in Ocala, Florida, with his wife, JoAnne. As 
far as physical reminders of Bert, they don’t have many. They have 
a few family pictures, a couple of magazine articles, a first- place 
trophy he won at a local invitational in 1957; the gold- plated golfer 
is missing his tiny club. But Jim, who has gotten to seventy- three 
having survived cancer, a heart attack, and a stroke, and his wife 
have plenty of memories.

The phone calls would come in the middle of the night, ram-
bling calls from a man who couldn’t sleep. If Bert was visiting, 
there was another way they could tell something was going on. 
“He always had to be dressed perfectly,” says JoAnne, “so the first 
way to tell he was getting sick was that he would start dressing 
peculiarly. He’d wear a scarf, or put a feather in his cap.”

The first time they might have sensed something was differ-
ent about Bert came in the spring of 1960. The West Point golf 
team had traveled south to Miami, where Jim and JoAnne were 
living. “Bert kept me up late into the night talking,” JoAnne says, 
sitting in her quiet living room at home. “That was a symptom, 
but we didn’t know it at the time.”

A few months later, back at school, where Bert had scored one 
of the highest entrance exams at the academy and was on the 
dean’s list, his sleeplessness soon escalated into outbursts that 
led to a nine- month stay at a psychiatric hospital in Valley Forge, 
Pennsylvania, one of those months in a padded cell. Instead of 
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completing the customary training of a fourth- year cadet en route 
to becoming an officer, Yancey received electroshock treatments 
and a medical discharge.

The doctors called it a nervous breakdown. It was terror for 
the whole Yancey family, but it went away. His military hopes 
dashed, Yancey focused on golf. After one failed attempt, he got 
on the tour and stuck. After a brief first marriage, he met Linda 
and they wed in 1963. Yancey was tall, blond, and handsome and 
possessed a flowing, upright swing. He was businesslike. “He 
didn’t say funny things, he didn’t dance on the greens,” Dave Kin-
dred wrote of Yancey in 1978. “All he did was pull a white visor 
low over his eyes and walk slowly around a golf course, walking 
so smoothly he seemed to float, a man in a dream world.”

Even before the dream was not yet a nightmare again— before 
bizarre episodes that reoccurred in 1974 and 1975 were correctly 
diagnosed as manic depression— his brain chemistry was affect-
ing him and his golf. Yancey led Lee Trevino by one stroke after 
fifty- four holes of the 1968 U.S. Open at Oak Hill Country Club in 
Rochester, New York. “Going out there the last day, he was saying, 
‘Who am I to win the U.S. Open?’” says Linda Yancey Makiver, 
who divorced Yancey in 1977. “I’m like, ‘Well, who is Lee Trev-
ino?’ I think this was part of his illness. He was a perfectionist, 
yet if things were going well he had a way of destroying it.”

Yancey looked out of his element that final round, “as pale 
as a prison guard” on the first tee, wrote Jim Murray. The grace 
misplaced and his swings uncertain, he shot a 76 to Trevino’s 
69. Ten years later Yancey attempted to explain what might have 
gone wrong that Sunday, and it had nothing to do with fairways 
and greens. “What happens,” he said, “is that when you succeed, 
believe it or not, you become depressed. For me, anyway, you 
become depressed again because your body feels it has to suc-
ceed again and again. You win a tournament, you’ve got to win 
another, then three or four. You win a major, then you’ve got to 
win another major. I mean there’s no end to it.”
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The lithium that would keep Yancey from thinking he could 
save the world or preaching from a workman’s ladder at a major 
airport (two of the episodes that hospitalized him in his darkest 
hours) gave him a slight hand tremor. To a pro golfer, it might 
as well have been a broken arm. Returning to the tour in 1976, 
Yancey was a slim shadow of his old self, unable to make a cut. 
Paired with Jack Nicklaus and Lanny Wadkins at the Sea Pines 
Heritage Classic in March, he shot 90- 80. His bravery notwith-
standing, Yancey’s struggles that abbreviated season became the 
shorthand recollection of him for some. When a punter double- 
clutched in a Monday Night Football game last fall, Dennis Miller 
made a joke at Yancey’s expense.

“We felt for him because it was a cycle,” says Charles, his old-
est son. “He wanted to play so bad, but he knew he couldn’t play 
well taking the amount of medication he was supposed to be tak-
ing. So he’d lower [his dosage] and play. And then he’d get a little 
high. Once he got a little high, he thought he didn’t need to take 
it any more, and pretty soon he’s back in the hospital. Then he’d 
have to receive higher doses to get him back to normal. Going on 
and off the medication, having to get the higher doses, can’t be 
good. I think he killed himself over golf, really.”

As a teacher, Yancey could be blindingly complex. As much as 
Jim Yancey loved his brother, when Bert visited and insisted on 
tutoring one of Jim’s and JoAnne’s six sons, it wasn’t a banner 
day. “He couldn’t resist messing with their swings,” says JoAnne, 
“and Jim would tell the boys not to listen to Bert. He was on a 
totally different plane.”

But Yancey was also an enthusiastic and smart man, stressing 
the importance of pre- shot routine before many other instructors 
did. McCumber, still trying to hone his routine and play better 
under pressure in 1982, turned to Yancey. At their first session, 
McCumber and Yancey talked for a quarter- hour, then McCum-
ber hit balls for forty minutes while Yancey sat silently on a shoot-
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ing stick behind him. McCumber was growing anxious when 
Yancey finally spoke.

“He said, ‘Okay, that’s eighty- three shots. On the fourth shot 
you took three waggles. On the eighteenth shot you took four wag-
gles. On the forty- second shot you took one waggle. Other than 
that, you took two waggles. That’s normal for you.’” Taking care 
to make two waggles, McCumber won ten pga Tour events and 
became close friends with Yancey. “I grew to love him like a family 
member,” McCumber says. “I could sit and listen to him talk all 
evening. He was a brilliant man, and he knew how to inspire me.”

Even when Yancey was teaching golf full time, he couldn’t resist 
playing in the couple of pga Tour events (he won seven titles) he 
could get into because he was a past champion. Scott, born in 
1968, wasn’t able to see his dad compete in his prime; he was 
the Yancey child who “couldn’t get enough of the scrapbooks.” 
Once he got the golf bug, he couldn’t wait until Bert finished his 
lessons so they could play a few holes before dark. One summer, 
when Scott was in junior high, he accompanied his father on a 
drive from their South Carolina home to Memphis.

“He wanted to stop in Augusta,” Scott says, “and I thought we 
were going to see the course and everything. We get to the front 
gate. I jump out. I’m ready. We’re chatting with the security guy, 
who seems to know Dad. And then Dad goes, ‘If you want to go 
through these gates, you’ve got to earn your way through.’ We stood 
there for a minute, gazed down Magnolia Lane, then we drove away.”

When his condition was in check, Yancey had a pleasant voice 
as calm and smooth as a farm pond at midnight, hardly a trace of 
the South, though he had grown up there. It was always a comfort 
to Weiskopf, especially at the end of a day when his short fuse had 
gotten the best of him. “He was a tremendously loyal friend,” says 
Weiskopf, “and he had a lot of compassion for me, and he under-
stood me. He went out of his way to help me. Many a night, after 
he’d heard that I was upset about something, he would call and 
say, ‘Tell me about it, T.’”
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And just as Yancey saw through the sporadic petulance and 
temper of his buddy, Weiskopf embraced the frailty and accepted 
the disorder that manic depression caused in a man who oth-
erwise was all military corners. “Bert represented the game, he 
represented character, he represented everything a tournament 
player should be,” Weiskopf says.

Although Weiskopf knew Yancey was in grave trouble when 
he collapsed near him that Friday at the Franklin Quest Cham-
pionship, he didn’t know he had died until after completing his 
own round. Like many of the senior pros who had known Yancey 
for decades and been aware of what he’d been through, Weiskopf 
didn’t want to continue playing but was talked into it by Jim Yancey.

What happened two days later— eight months before most of 
the world knew Ben Crenshaw had ever taken a lesson from Har-
vey Penick— was enough to make golfers believe in much more 
than a straight left arm. Weiskopf trailed Dave Stockton by three 
strokes but holed improbably long putts on the last three holes, 
including an eighty- footer on No. 16, to force a playoff. On the first 
extra hole, Weiskopf rolled in a twenty- foot birdie putt to claim 
his first senior victory, Yancey’s voice with him the whole mirac-
ulous time, telling him the same old advice, to keep his head still 
when he putted.

Weiskopf was never one to surround himself with the trophies 
that came with his victories— “I always sent them back to the clubs 
because I figured they’d enjoy them more than me,” he says— 
but this was different. The Franklin Quest trophy sits opposite 
Weiskopf’s desk at his golf course– design office in Scottsdale, Ari-
zona. “Bert’s Trophy,” he calls it, his voice hushing a little. “It’s 
unique, really a work of art. It looks like it could be part of a golf 
swing, or an upside- down question mark without the dot. I look 
at it, and I remember him.”

He wishes that Yancey’s defiant brain chemistry hadn’t ever 
become part of the public record, that no one ever thought his 
friend was crazy when he was merely sick. But it is not an all- 
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encompassing regret. It doesn’t extend to Yancey’s tendency to 
finesse or abandon his medication so he could play golf. “The 
unfortunate thing is because of his passion and love for the game, 
Bert created a problem for himself,” Weiskopf says. “That was 
his decision.”

Yancey’s daughter, Tracy Defina, believes her father is with 
her every time she goes into the Pennsylvania preschool where 
she teaches. He was good with kids, frequently wrapping some-
thing about the game he cherished with a larger truth. “People 
say he accomplished so much, that everybody can’t be Jack Nick-
laus, that you can’t have regrets, but I do for him,” Defina says. 
“But golf was the world to him— the history, the mechanics of it, 
the people. I see his early death as a blessing. Had he gotten to 
be an old man in bad health and not been able to have golf . . .”

At his California home, Beard reflects on the young Yancey: all 
the practice rounds and the oh- so- normal twilights by motel pools 
watching their kids, the friend who enjoyed a laugh but “always 
had a reservation and seriousness about him.” The golfer “who’d 
go all winter into the spring not playing worth a crap, then get to 
Augusta and play well.” And the older Yancey: the stickler for the 
rules who was having a manic episode and hitting practice shots 
during play at a senior tournament in Los Angeles, an ambu-
lance soon taking him away to a place where there was no golf.

Bill Yancey, a sociology professor at Temple University, tells a 
sweet story about his boyhood bonds with his brother. If anyone 
picked a fight with one twin, they were soon scrapping with both 
of them. And a sad one about the distance that grew between them 
once they were older. “There were times we got together, but they 
weren’t easy times,” he says. “I was never sure when Bert would 
get mad. I remember I mispronounced Baltusrol one time and he 
got angry.” There is regret for the long sit- downs they never had, 
“a couple of beers under us,” talking about life.

In Augusta a businessman named Dan Cook, a manic depres-
sive like Yancey, remembers his friend each summer by conduct-
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ing the Bert Yancey Memorial, a golf tournament to raise funds 
for three local mental health agencies. “You don’t outgrow manic 
depression,” Cook says. “He was still trying to get it together 
when he died. He still had ups and downs. But he achieved so 
much by helping get the word out that we’re not nuts, that it can 
be controlled.”

Every second week of April, Berckmans Road bustles with peo-
ple in cars and on foot heading to one of the Masters parking lots 
or one of the walk- in gates. They go right past the house where 
seven of the eight times Bert Yancey played at Augusta he rented 
a room and tried to absorb a landscape, until one day it crum-
bled in his hands, and where his landlady sewed him a tiny green 
jacket and hung it on the wall.

Into the fragrant, green oasis of Augusta National they’ll stream. 
Laden with folding chairs and sunblock, intent on watching the 
best golfers in the world, a good portion of the patrons will mean-
der through the tall pines to camp out at the sixteenth hole, a 
cozy devil of a par three with a green that pitches like an angry 
sea, where one of the best made a deuce four days running back 
in 1968. Scott Yancey will watch from a distance, on television, 
keeping a promise that must last as long as his father’s dream.
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A few years ago Augusta National Golf Club built a large, state- of- 

the- art practice range on land where thousands of cars used to be 

parked during the Masters. The club bought up houses and land for 

new parking along Berckmans Road. The home where Bert Yancey 

stayed during the tournament he loved so much, where he made his 

Play- Doh replica greens, is no more. His legacy lives on, bravely, in 

the form of golfers like Steven Bowditch and Christina Kim who play 

professional golf while battling depression as Yancey did.


